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April 20 meeting notes

Wed, Apr 25, 2012 02:11 PM

Please let me know if what's noted below does not reflect what was discussed. And note too that items in BOLD are follow-ups
that I was tasked with.

In addition, it does appear that we are enough to the good from the lab upgrade purchases (one spreadsheet calc was $1,800
off) that we will purchase CoEHD's two printers that they removed because of the addition of the SmartShield licenses. Don,
we'll be covering that MATLAB cost as well. This is all tentative but fairly certain.

Attending - Arnold, Noe, Alex, Ralph, Randy, Scott, Chris, Adam, Chuck, John, Andrew, Kevin, Don, Greg
 
DCP deliveries outstanding
A&S - 390s and some iMacs
CHHS - printers - change in model
Too many mix ups with delivery - Mike acknowledges that students did not do as good a job as in the past
 
Questions regarding Centurion order
Centurion maintenance paid at time of purchase. Mike will send notification to colleges showing maintenance due and
provide conditions of maintenance services.
For future reference...Reps need to determine how many control managers are necessary for each deployment and communicate
that at the time of order.
Only one download account that is shared currently. Could divide by college if wanted.
 
Questions/corrections to last month’s notes?
Stat package versions okay
Browsers - U Library is using latest version of Firefox (11) with no apparent issues
 
Version of Flash in labs - not a problem as Flash 11 is latest
 
Process to move end-of-life projectors from classrooms to departmental use
CEAS needs to replace 7, 6100's for computer labs that aren't considered general purpose classrooms
 
List of projectors for surplus...
15, 6100’s coming out of Dunbar
     CAS - 9
     CEAS - 4 at a minimum
     CHHS - 2
Initiate the distribution of the above list as this equipment is currently available.
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Other units becoming available...
11, 6100’s from CEAS this summer
12, 8300’s - 9 years old with overheating problem - (where are these coming from?)
     CHHS - 2
 
20, 7900,s in CHHS that will need to be replaced in the future...time line not yet determined
 
Process

·         Arnold to provide a spreadsheet, ideally by April, with the list of those units coming available over the summer and any
"condition" notes on the equipment noted (non-operational, bad bulb, etc.)

·         Greg will distribute the spreadsheet out to the Reps and ask for them to indicate their needs. Hopefully, the list will
come at such a point in time that a College Rep meeting (3rd Friday of the month) will be forthcoming so discussion
can take place on the various needs/request.

·         Priority given to college that equipment came out of for ease of picking up the equipment. However, the equipment is
made available to all members.

·         There will be a two week time frame for pick up of the equipment after notification of surplus list is sent to Greg.
·         Equipment is provided "as is"
·         Repairs of the "surplus" projectors is on a charge-back basis by OIT and in a "low priority" queue

 
At Kevin Wesel's request, Arnold to provide list of rooms with HDMI input
 
Support of "college/departmental" computer/teaching/instructional classrooms
Ownership and control is fuzzy in some cases
 
Around the table
Fine Arts
SSL certificate for iPad mgmt solution - generate a CSR and email it to B.J.
 
CAS
Inventorying server room in Brown: V-brick server on roaming IP...may take out of service
Delay in receiving new college server - drives on back-order
 
OIT
New CUPS servers coming - old UCC lab machines
Re-send printer issues and other request to John as he knows some things have fallen through-the-crack
 
CHHS
HP 602's printers - only college getting them - new cartridge to acquire
Readying images for new equipment
 
CEAS
Chris Rand - new CEAS director - starting May 7 - was a student worker at WMU in the past
Procedures for identifying roaming IP addresses
     third octal match was a suggestion
iPad room schedulers working correctly now - contact Chuck if you want to see a demo
 
CoEHD
CECP lab/server setup in new Sangren - on Scott's radar
iPad management - working with Kevin - faculty currently funding apps
Transitioning from Novell to WADE
 
Library
Survey of public PC users - faster login speed and not showing ID's is a reason for using the Library PC's vs. UCC lab stations
Testing Microsoft Security Essentials - does campus license allow use on faculty/staff/student stations? Confirmed by Mike
Strong that our desktop bundle DOES include MSE.
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